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Description Trail Head Location

Siffleur Falls 14 KMs 370 M

3-5 hrs (full 
distance), 2-3 
hrs (turn 
around at half-
way)

Family friendly option with boardwalks and a suspension bridge. Path 
is gently graded and mostly wide. Minimal technical footing. Views 
range from river and grasslands to a deep canyon and waterfalls.  The 
trail is less maintained and steeper after the first 4 KMs; you can turn 
back at that point if you are uncomfortable. 

Siffleur Falls Staging Area near the 
south end of Abraham Lake (just off 
Highway 11/David Thompson Highway). 
Approximately 62 KM West of Nordegg

Coliseum 
Mountain

14 KMs 680 M 4.5 -6 hrs

The elevation gain has gradual switchbacks to the top of the mountain. 
Once at the top, follow the trail to the left to get to the horseshoe 
shaped ridge. There is a small section (300m) of traversing on very 
solid rocks - if you don't love heights, you may not love this section, 
but it's short and with solid footing. After that there is then close to a 
KM of ridge walking on a wide natural platform with great views. 

Coliseum Mountain Trail Staging Area is 
5KM from Nordegg in Nordegg North 
subdivision. From Hwy 11, follow 
Shunda Creek Road and keep right onto 
Baldy Mountain Road. Take next right 
on Eagle Drive. The trailhead parking lot 
is at the end of the street. 

Two O'Clock 
Ridge

11 KMS 1100 M 5 - 7 hrs

The trail starts directly behind the outhouse at the back of the 
campground. It's clearly defined over a grassy meadow with low 
elevation gain until you hit a creek, where you take the fork to the 
right. The trail then starts gaining elevation at a greater rate and the 
footing becomes a little technical/loose in spots. The trail weaves in 
and out of forest and grassy bluffs with views of the creek below. 
There are a few points where their is a sharp drop off on the side of 
the trail, but the trail is wide enough in these spots that you have lots 
of room to maneuver. You finally reach above the treeline and start 
climbing up the ridge until you reach a cairn. Keep going! You can 
climb the ridgeline close to a couple of KM at this point and get more 
views. Look to climbers right for views of "Tuff Puff."

Park in the day use area of Two O'Clock 
Creek Campground near the south end 
of Abraham Lake (just off Highway 
11/David Thompson Highway). 
Approximately 60 KM West of Nordegg.

Extra, Extra 
"Fun" Day

TBD TBD
10-12 hrs 
(early start)

Please reach out to Daniel Tyrkalo and Lisa Howatt for more 
information on a possible option for experienced scramblers. Spikes 
and climbing helmet strongly recommended. Clear weather only.
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